
Digits: The Day You Fight Back EP – This past month newcomer Digits has played shows with 
both St. Vincent and Dan Deacon. Digits is a one-man electronic act, fronted by one and only Alt 
Altman, which admittedly sounds a bit like a fake name made to mimic a laptop keyboard. 
Nevertheless, Digits has broken into the melodic electronic scene (if one such exists) 
unapologetically, his breathy vocals whispering over the light synth and acoustic guitar riffs. 
Digits may best be described as a blend between ambient electronica and fellow Canadians 
Majical Cloudz-esque soul electronica.

Title track, ‘The Day You Fight Back’ begins in a pseudo-tropical melody fused with the tempo 
and feel of smooth jazz. Smooth may in fact be the best way to describe the music of Digits. 
Synths come in over the light airy acoustic riff and the beats of the drum machine.

The second track, ‘When You Look Inside,’ picks up the pace, with a more prominent drum 
machine beat and synths, the absence of that one acoustic guitar riff changing the sound of the 
song completely, from an ambient jazzy electronic piece to a strictly technology based serenade. 
Altman’s voice (unaltered and strictly un-autotuned) contrasts the heavy electronics of the music 
well, adding a soulful, human element to a genre that typically remains in the domain of robotic 
beats.

‘Stasis’ is the EP’s third track, which integrates Altman’s own acapellas in between the synths, 
creating incredible melodic dimension otherwise rather unheard of in electronic music. Digits 
will no doubt become an instant success, for their innovative use of electronic instruments next 
to the human instrument, that is, Altman’s voice. ‘Stasis’ specifically speaks to the desire to for 
stability in life, as Altman croons, ‘We’re all looking for some kind of stasis’.

The final track on the EP, ‘Brain Brain’ is my personal favorite. Its an anthem for all insomniacs, 
and Altman laments, “I just can’t keep my brain from working overtime”. This track returns to 
the pseudo-tropical sound of the first and title track, ‘The Day You Fight Back’. Dotted synths 
work around the airy vocals in a rain drop type dance, falling here and there.  As the song winds 
down, acoustic guitar comes in alongside an electric bass, adding layer upon melodic layer of 
intricately placed sounds that crescendo into the climax of the song before petering off again into 
silence.

If this high praise of Digits was not enough, the fact he released The Day You Fight Back as a 
free mp3 download on his website (which can be found here), may be! Look out for the name Alt 
Altman and Digits in the future, you are sure to see it…9.4/10

•

Stagnant Pools: Geist – Indiana two-piece Stagnant Pool‘s musical influences are easily heard 
through their music, particularly on their latest album Giest, (giest being the German word for 
spirit or ghost). The two members of Stagnant Pools are brothers Doug on drums and Bryan Enas 
on vocals and guitar. Geist comes two years after their debut album Temporary Room released 
on Polyvinyl Records.

The name, Stagnant Pools, conjures strange images of a body of still water, somewhat disturbed 
by the potential algae infestation, and somewhat at peace in the stagnation of its being. Listening 
to Stagnant Pools is a comparable experience. Geist is a collection of lo-fi drone jams, at times 
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dangerously still and others a peaceful hum of fuzzed out guitar and driving drums.

The album starts out slow with, ‘You Whir,’ a operatic piece that follows Bryan’s droning vocals 
with similar droning instrumentation. The second track, ‘To Begin’ kicks off the album 
melodically and rhythmically. Take a listen – if ‘You Whir’ doesn’t strike your fancy ‘To Begin’ 
just might, and if you like that track, you are sure to enjoy the rest of Geist. The album in its 
entirety carries a similar tone, all songs crafted in the same vein.

Title track ‘Geist’ appearing in third place on the album, takes a more creative turn with its 
multi-layered guitar riffs and distinguishable vocals that break at times from monotony into 
harmonic crescendos around the staccato drums of the song. Stagnant Pools have in the past been 
compared to lo-fi giants Joy Division and Sonic Youth. While the comparisons are not 
inaccurate, they are perhaps a lazy comparison. Stagnant Pools possesses their own distinctive 
sound, unique from both Joy Division and Sonic Youth. While it is clear that Stagnant Pools is 
influenced by these bands, they do not necessarily follow with their sounds.

‘Intentions’ is the fourth track on Geist, and perhaps the album’s strongest. A distinguishable 
verse-chorus format is heard, and the layers of guitar work in a synchronous melody instead of 
clashing against the powerful, ever present drums. Props to Stagnant Pools for the composition 
of the album – they save their best, strongest tracks for the middle and later half, so the 
introductory songs slowly ease the listener into their style, which allows one to enjoy their 
stronger tracks all the more.

‘Filed Down’, track five, breaks down nicely about halfway through, allowing a full 
intermingling of fast drumming and layered guitar riffs to interact and play out before diving 
back into the vocals of the track. ‘Ever So’ slows down the pace, with a slower tempo for the 
beat-keeping drums and easily audible vocals. The following track, ‘His Head Was Warm’ keeps 
the slower pace, a peaceful balance to its fast-paced predecessors. ‘Dots and Lines’ is slightly 
reminiscent of English post-punk group, Editors, with the droned-out vocals soaring over the 
heavy drums and guitar.

Penultimate track ‘Decoder’ solidifies Stagnant Pools distinct sound as a culmination of the other 
tracks on Geist. The guitar riffs are more fuzzed out, the vocals less audible. Perhaps Stagnant 
Pools demands the addition of a bass player to add some variance to their sound. The final track 
on the album, ‘Brute’ begins strong, with a simple guitar riff (using an effect besides distortion) 
and an easy to follow drum beat. The song is one of the better songs off the album.

All in all, Geist is simply a lo-fi jam album, for those who wish to plug their headphones in and 
literally drown out the rest of the world (and maybe take a nap as well?). Stagnant Pools is a new 
act, fresh to the inception and creation of a full album of coherent tracks, and this perhaps shines 
through in Geist. Some varied instrumentation in the future would also be appreciated. However, 
not a bad sophomore effort from brother duo Stagnant Pools…7/10

•

A summertime single demands a certain level of optimism in its sound – a track that evokes the 
quintessential carefree days in the sweltering sun; a sound that Cage The Elephant achieves in 
their recent single release Take It or Leave It/Jesse James. The band released the single as a 7” 
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vinyl for National Record Store Day on April 19. The title track, ‘Take it or Leave It’ appeared 
on their third studio album Melophobia. ‘Take It or Leave It’ is a fun, danceable tune about the 
proposition of a new relationship. Matt Shultz sings, “I’ve been tripping over you/So tell me 
something new/Take it or leave it” in the opening lines. A funkified bass line and poppy guitar 
riffs carry through the song, the instrumentals echoing the playful lyrics of the song.

The B-side of the single, ‘Jesse James’, is a previously unreleased upbeat rock pop track. Heavy 
handed drums race through the song, accented with staccato clapping and a strong rock guitar. 
Together, ‘Take it or Leave it’ and ‘Jesse James’ constitute a solid summer single, the former 
carrying the carefree weight of summertime, and the latter the night rally chant of all 
summer adventurers. The single is available only on vinyl, but proves itself  more than worthy of 
a trip to your own local record store.

•
Pompeya: Night EP — How often do you come across a Russian indie pop band? My guess is 
not very often at all! Today I present to you Moscow-based pop-fueled four-piece Pompeya, and 
their latest EP Night: Four tracks of 70ʹs disco/80ʹs new wave pop. Consisting of members Daniil 
Brod, Denis Agafonov, Sasha Lipskiy, and Nairi Simonian, Pompeya broke out of Russia with 
surprising force, infiltrating the realm of American indie pop with breezy and sunny beats. One 
listen to Night and you can see why – the music they create exists somewhere in between a dance 
pop disco and a soundtrack to a summer drive down the coast. It’s easy to see how quickly their 
well-executed pop spread around the world.

Night starts off with ‘Satellite’, an extremely catchy love song that stays light and airy – the 
funky bass jumps around multiple guitar riffs and various synth accompaniments. The song 
displays a cacophony of influences on the band (as does their Facebook page which you can find 
here) identified to the virgin ear as similar to M83, that foreign pop that harkens back to past 
generations of funk, disco and new wave. Pompeya, (unlike M83) provides a more organic 
sound, stripped of the overbearing electronics that sometimes dominate current pop music. The 
single off Night, ‘Satellite’ is a perfect example of this sound.

‘Does’ is a slightly slower-paced track that maintains the standard set by its predecessor 
‘Satellite’. Like ‘Satellite’, ‘Does,’ seems to exist in a vacuum – it is nearly impossible to pin the 
song down to a specific time and place. Instead, the music that Pompeya creates is simple bliss, 
easy listening pop tracks that do not adhere to the current Americanized notion of ‘pop’ but 
instead create a space for themselves in the diversity of their influences. 70s, 80s and 90s sounds 
all come through within the music.

‘Night’ is a weekend party ballad, as the vocalist sings “Night will keep you in her eyes/ Night 
will catch you through her stars,” a testament to summer nights spent under the open sky. ‘Night’ 
is a track that appeals to the masses for the ambiguity of its genre, and the infinite possibilities 
for listening. The EP closes with ‘Lookout’ a track that breaks down frequently with simple 
drums and flighty synth. The new wave influence is particularly strong in ‘Lookout’ and it is a 
sound that Pompeya emanates well.

Pompeya – I am impressed! As a typically anti-pop listener, I was pleasantly surprised at how 
much I enjoyed listening to Night, and will be looking for their releases in the future. There is no 
doubt these four Russian-born musicians will find success in the indie pop market here in 
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America…8.4/10

•

Parquet Courts: Sunbathing Animal- Brooklyn-based four-piece Parquet Courts will release their 
latest album, cleverly entitled Sunbathing Animal, on June 3. This their third full-length 
endeavor follows 2012 release Light Up Gold, best described as an underappreciated compilation 
of gritty stoner jams. With Sunbathing Animals, Parquet Courts display innovation incorporated 
to the sounds of their first album. Is this a sign of musical maturity? That is yet to be determined. 
I give to you now Sunbathing Animals: a thirteen-track trip through the mind of lead guitar and 
vocalist, Andrew Savage.

The first track, ‘Bodies,’ begins with a riff that belongs in a Pinback song, quickly covered by 
melodic shouts of “Bodies made up of slugs and guts.” The song serves as a brief introduction to 
Parquet Courts’ sound – a little rough, a little dirty and (perhaps most importantly of all) a little 
humor. If you listen to Parquet Courts with the intent of taking their every word and musical 
experiment seriously you’re doing it wrong.‘Black and White’, track two, is featured twice on 
the album, it reappears in an alternative 7-inch Version as the album’s conclusion. The song 
itself quickly devolves into a noisy mess of feedback frequently throughout which makes 
listening to it difficult.

‘Dear Ramona’ is one of the standout tracks of the album. The song is a ballad to Ramona, an 
emotionally unattainable woman. The lyrics are intriguing, perhaps the most intriguing aspect of 
the whole song. ‘What Color Is Blood’ is a solid garage band-rock track. ‘Vienna II’ is the first 
song on the album to break away from the grunge rock sound of Parquet Courts, a brief track that 
evokes sounds similar to The Velvet Underground. Parquet Courts have developed from their 
Light Up Gold days, both instrumentally and lyrically and the experimentation and maturity is 
evident when listening to Sunbathing Animals.

‘She’s Rollin’, track seven, begins with a heavy bass giving way to a simple guitar riff. The track 
is indicative of Parquet Courts style – a gritty quintessentially “new york” rock song which 
disintegrates into the haphazard playing of instruments, massive amounts of feedback, and 
specifically in ‘She’s Rollin’ a drawn out harmonica solo. This cacophonous style can be 
dangerous, in that it has the potential to become irritating very quickly if you’re not careful.

The title track, ‘Sunbathing Animal’, is a punk rock tour de force that evokes a Dead Kennedys 
atmosphere. Another one of the strongest songs on the album. Immediately following 
‘Sunbathing Animal’ is ‘Up All Night’, an instrumental interlude that leads into track ten, 
‘Instant Disassembly’. ‘Instant Disassembly’ is hands-down my personal favorite track off the 
album; heavy on the influence of Lou Reed and it refrains from that raucous instrumentation 
present in so many of the tracks on the album.

‘Ducking & Dodging’ is track eleven, highly reminiscent of The White Stripes circa Elephant. 
‘Raw Milk’, carries a sound similar to that of ‘Instant Disassembly’, with  monotone vocals and 
slower paced, drawn out instrumentals.

The album concludes with ‘Into the Garden’ (which is followed by the 7-inch version of ‘Black 
and White’). ‘Into the Garden’ consists of two minutes of a spaced out introduction, the sound of 
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spaceships from old horror films accompanied by a simple guitar riff. About a minute before the 
song ends, the vocals kick in, with only a piano and guitar in the background. “Let me slip into 
my/Insomniac shoes” sings Savage. The alternative 7-inch version of ‘Black and White’ I find 
preferable to the originally listed second track, primarily because it does not possess the 
senseless feedback and random instrumentation that the original version does.

Sunbathing Animal is Parquet Courts’ testament to the music of their hometown, New York 
City. The album has its high and low points, and in some ways its flaws compliment its strengths 
so greatly that they need not be fixed. The album as a whole is typical to the sound of the band, 
so to all the Parquet Courts fans, here’s the album for you! …7/10

•

Viet Cong: Cassette EP- Canadian-based Viet Cong seem to enjoy the implied ambiguity of 
their chosen titles- despite their (potentially controversial) name they are not a collection of 
Vietnamese Communists, and Viet Cong’s newest EP Cassette is available in digital MP3 format 
as well as vinyl, despite having originally released the EP as a tour-only cassette. Names aside, 
Cassette is a 7-track collection of garage pop; a quaint sampling of the musical potential Viet 
Cong has to offer. The band consists of former Women members Matt Flegel (vocals and bass), 
Mike Wallace (drums) in addition to guitarists Scott Munro and Daniel Christiansen.

The first track and single off Cassette is ‘Throw It Away’, a fuzzed-out garage pop track that has 
the overtones of a clown carnival jingle sent through a post-punk ferris wheel. Its a catchy jam 
that is sure to spread (pun intended). ‘Unconscious Melody’, the second track, conjures an 
feeling of the pure angst of a voracious youth just beginning to figure out the intricacies of guitar 
– the naiveté executed in such a way it is merely an act, Viet Cong knows how to make great 
songs and they do it well.

‘Oxygen Feed’ is a fusion of the rough sounds of garage rock and the dreamy, idyllic tunes of the 
beach in summertime. ‘Static Wall’ sits in the catalytic seat on the EP, directly in the middle, in 
the crux between the beginning and end of the music. ‘Static Wall’ stands up to the pressure 
well, and carries through with a background acoustic guitar, some spacey synth effects and room 
to spare for echoed vocals from Matt Flegel.

‘Structureless Design’ is a Joy Division-She Wants Revenge sound alike, heavy on the bass and 
deep monotone lyrics that haunt over the instrumentals like a ghost through the mansion. The 
synths bring out the dark wave 80ʹs vibe subtly present throughout the track and at times the 
whole of Cassette itself.

Track six, ‘Dark Entries’ is a rough and tumble punk track invoking the rebellious sounds of the 
Circle Jerks. Matt Flegel’s vocals stand up to the fast aggressive pace of the drums and guitar in 
the tracks, a perfect complement to the sound, as his voice flows between the notes.

Cassette closes out with ‘Select Your Drone’, which slows down the pace dramatically, coming 
out of the rage of ‘Dark Entries’ prior. ‘Select Your Drone’ is a track to slowly separate the 
listener from the grip of the EP, its a slow release from a wild accumulation of garage pop, post-
punk glory.
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With Cassette, Viet Cong proves their ultimate potential for a future album (or many!). The band 
is playing throughout North America this summer, surely to be an amazing show!…7.7/10

•

Triptides: Colors - Triptides hails from Bloomington, Indiana – not the first place that comes to 
mind when listening to their latest EP, Colors, a six-track psychedelic symphony. Triptides 
consists of Glenn Brigman on vocals and guitar, Josh Menashe on bass and vocals and Josh 
Morrow on Drums. Colors is a substantial addition to the band’s discography, a set of shoegaze-
infused tracks (it is also available on cassette tape, a relic of the past).

The first song and title track, ‘Colors’ kicks the EP off with hyper tempo and relentless drums. 
The vocals remain barely distinguishable throughout, and the song truly takes off when they 
submit completely to a tripped out bridge, full of feedback and reverberating echoes of 
Brigman’s guitar. ‘Destiny’ follows, a significantly slower song, reminiscent of the Flaming Lips 
circa At War With The Mystics. ‘Destiny’ may be the EP’s strongest song, and most indicative 
of Triptides sound – heavily ambient, a little rock and always a bit weird.

‘Throne of Stars’ continues the acid-washed sounds of its predecessor, a track of ambient 
psychedelia. Reverberating guitar riffs float over the steady drums, vocals carrying over the top 
like a cloud. A schizoid bass line rings throughout, the grounding force of the song as the vocals 
build in layers of echo and digital enhancement.

The EP’s fourth track, ‘Moonbeams’, earns its title with successful execution of ambient rock 
and shoegaze bliss. Drums hold their place in the song, but allows for the soaring bass and vocals 
to shine through, although like ‘Colors’ the vocals in this song are barely audible as words, but 
emerge more as an instrument itself.

The fifth track, ‘I Don’t Know’, steps away from the complacent ambience of the previous tracks 
and presents itself as a song of psychedelic rock purity. It begins with a lazy bass line and shiny 
guitar riff. The layers of sounds within the track individualize it from the rest.

Colors concludes with ‘Lullabye’ another track in the style of the Flaming Lips. The vocals sing, 
“Summer time can get the best of you” a melancholic testament to the dangerously lazy days of 
summertime. ‘Lullabye’ carries out like a lullaby, a sleepy track that speaks to the bittersweet 
sadness that comes with the end of summer, echoed by its place at the end of the EP.

Colors shows Triptides greatest strength: creating tracks that allow the listener to lose themselves 
within the music completely, to be fully submerged in the tripped-out ambient bliss of their 
music. A perfect selection for summer, Colors maintains this other-worldly sound throughout. 
It’s quiet beach rock, music to watch the stars or float down the coast…8/10

•

Pattern is Movement: Pattern is Movement – After six years of silence, Pattern is Movement 
emerge from the darkness with a shiny, new 10-track self-titled LP. The duo, hailing from 
Philadelphia, consists of Christopher Ward on drums and Andrew Thiboldeaux on everything 
else – vocals, bass, synth and a Fender Rhodes. With substantially smaller numbers than the five-
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piece the band was founded with, one may expect Pattern is Movement to be weaker than past 
albums; one would be wrong! Pattern is Movement (the band) has solidified into an unbreakable 
sound – strong, determined and utterly original.

The album’s first track is ‘River,’ which begins with what I can only assume is a xylophone 
(don’t quote me on that) so lightly played across to sound like drops of rain hitting the pavement, 
gathering in puddles – little rivers. From the start of Pattern is Movement, the genre of their 
sound is indefinable. Synths, strong drumming and Thiboldeaux’s vocals, which is truly an 
instrument itself, collide with the variety of sonic elements integrated into the music, producing a 
sound so distinct. ‘River’ closes out with heavier synths and artistically auto-tuned vocals (which 
evokes a more James Blake–esque sound).

Following the trickling drops of ‘River’ is ‘Climb to Me’, which starts off strong with jumping 
bass and quickly sinks into a funky folk-pop track, submerged in synths and something that 
sounds like a violin. The sound remains relatively constant throughout the song, contrasting the 
previous track’s schizophrenic jumps in pacing and melody.  ‘Climb to Me’ is an easy invitation 
into the album’s third track ‘Rum,’ which begins with Thiboldeaux’s vocals, before resurrecting 
the sound of that strange xylophone heard in the first track. At this point in the album, Pattern is 
Movement’s sound is still genre-defying, but comparable to some combination of bands like 
Maps & Atlases and Dirty Projectors. But as the pace of ‘Rum’ picks up, it is undeniable that 
Pattern is Movement has a sound that is truly their own.

‘Little by Little’ follows, and carries the quirky, experimental-rock/pop tone of the tracks 
preceding it. The song starts with a little diddy that should be featured in Bambi, before falling 
into the melody of the song, where for once, Thiboldeaux’s vocals are readily comprehended. He 
sings, “There was gonna be a fair/By the mountain side/ There was to be drumming”, before 
falling back into indistinguishable auto-tuned gibberish (once again, reminiscent of James 
Blake). Forceful staccato drums complement the airy, surrealist (hence, Bambi) melody of the 
track.

The album’s halfway point finds itself with ‘Suckling’, a synth-heavy track that utilizes in full 
the artistic auto-tune change of tone to Thiboldeaux’s voice. Auto-tune is a dangerous beast – 
disregarding its standard, accepted use in top-charting pop music – but to the indie musician, it 
can be a tool of great success or terrible failure. Pattern is Movement without a doubt won their 
battle with Auto-tune, as evidenced by this track and also dispersed throughout other tracks on 
the album. ‘Suckling’ closes out with some creative drumming, which leads into ‘Gone my 
Love,’ a total shift in tone for the album. True to the title, ‘Gone My Love’ is a love song of 
sorts, maintaining mainly in the high-pitched sweetness of the melody. “Say yes to me/Say yes to 
me/Like you should,” Thiboldeaux sings over an almost absent melody, (now the James Blake 
comparison makes sense, yes?). ‘Gone My Love’ is an airy, pleasant track, building slowly with 
more drums and layers of vocals. It may be my personal favorite song on the album, perhaps the 
climax, considering the song that follows.

‘Let’s Be Done’ seems to be more of an interlude for the album than an actual song. All the 
schitzoid jumps in melody and layers of sound and instrumentation that carry throughout the 
album so far are lost in ‘Let’s Be Done,’ whose only intelligible lyrics are featured in its title. It’s 
repetitive, a smidge irritating and definitely the album’s weak point. Let’s move on.
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Thankfully the album’s last three tracks close out strong. ‘Make it Right’ picks up the peppiness 
ten leaps, and Ward’s skilled drumming comes through in full, when not smashing away on the 
kit, he’s slamming drum sticks together like a metronome. If I’m not mistaken, a trumpet is also 
featured in this track, singing along with Thiboldeaux’s own vocals, which are supplemented by 
auto-tuned echoes of himself.

The album’s penultimate track is ‘Light of the World,’ which begins with Thiboldeaux singing, 
“We are the light of the world/We have been given the right.” Such confidence! And not 
unwarranted. ‘Light of the World,’ sounds like a daydream, ethereal, spaced out, pausing in the 
middle for a fit of bells, before breaking into a grand harmonization of those opening two lines, 
with smashing drums and persistent trumpets. Beautiful!

Pattern is Movement closes with ‘Wonderful’ and apt word to describe the album as a whole. 
Thiboldeaux sings, “Tired my friend, I’m tired.” He may be tired, but the music is anything but, 
the drums filling as the foundation for the instrumental harmonious layering of sounds build 
upon it. Pattern is Movement is an impressive conglomerate of instrumental experimentation and 
the true uniqueness of layering all of those sounds. This album is an indescribable sound, 
existing outside of genre in a category all its own. The six-year wait for this album was well 
worth it. For all its creativity and originality, Pattern is Movement is sure to be a favorite of 
2014…7.8/10

•


